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Yes, and what if some of the poor people got out of their first class boats and went back to
the sinking ship? What if something had happened to their lifeboats? Were they all better off

staying aboard the Titanic? Give me a break! Titanic was nothing more than a cheap,
propaganda movie! There are no first class people in Titanic because there were no first
class people on the Olympic, only second and third! There are no first class women, only

women. Jack Dawson never dies... He is an angel. He never dies. The movie ''Titanic'' has an
all-time feel good storyline. Its shows some great visual effects for a movie filmed in in the

past and in 3D. Actually, 3D enhances the storyline by adding a lot of depth to the
characters. The story was delivered well without going into any vulgarity or gratuitous sex

scenes. I wanted to know what happened to the characters from the beginning to the end of
the movie. Hence the reason why I did not look at the reviews. I have also heard that

''Titanic'' is the longest movie in the history of cinematography. Yeah, I can believe it. Great
job by the writers. Oven keeper- great job! So many bad movie reviewers out there, and it is

a shame to say that they just brought down a great movie. You can see the video for
yourself and you will agree with me. Good job! First thing that happened was the shock of
the title; but once I was past it I was very impressed with the movie. The one thing that

really sticks out to me was the actors. There is one actress who reminds me of my oldest
sister. I mean its not like she looks exactly like my sister but she has the same attitude and
everything. One thing that always bothered me was when people were killing each other in

this movie. I think there should have been some sort of captions that would identify the
people who were in the act. Also, there was a guy named Cesare. He must have been
Italian, otherwise, he didn't talk that much Spanish. That name Cesare bothered me. I

noticed that when the ship went down the Captain said Rose was with the band. In the US,
the most popular band is The Beatles. But in the movie, it said Rose was with the band,
which was his name. But I was okay with it as when it came on the screen, after he said

that, I heard The Beatles song ''When I'm Sixty Four'' on the radio, which is the name of the
band that played at the dance where he said Rose was. I was just weirded out the whole
time because the name Cesare had the same spelling in French, and I noticed a poster of

the movie that had two quotes. One quote was by a guy named Jack, and the other was by a
girl named Rose. But I knew it was the movie because I had the same poster in my room.
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Some years later, Rose receives a letter from Jack. It has been 10 years since the Titanic
sank and Rose is now married to a wealthy, older man, Cal. After showing the letter to Cal,

Rose realizes she has no choice but to go after Jack. In 1913, the Titanic sinks for the second
time. That is the only way she can find Jack and reunite with him. This time, Rose is not

alone. A newspaper reporter, Helen Graham, follows Rose and finds out much of her story.
As the story continues, Rose is the one who takes the lead, while Jack follows. She is brave,
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intelligent and strong. She shows the old man how to have fun with the ship's passengers,
and takes them on the ship's several tours. They try to make a living by serving as tour

guides. In 1916, World War I begins. The money running out, they again set out to find the
Titanic. In their search, they find the wreck, but after they reach a group of survivors, things

begin to unravel. Ok so you get the idea, now get to it. Watch "Titanic" full movie with
English subtitles and if you can watch it with no English subtitles, bring yourself further to

read English words, or you can go further and try out to read whole sentences. You are
almost there. I just want to mention that for some reason, there is a zero seconds gap

between those videos (synch issues?). So watch them in order. You took the quiz to get the
answer "Rose". You are a big fan of the film "Titanic" and you think it's a great movie. You
are now watching it to see if you can get the right answer on the next question. It's tough,
since the movie contains many English words. But don't worry about it, just keep watching

and reading. You need to learn English the hard way. Once you pass this quiz, here comes a
hard task. Watch the movie "Titanic" again, but this time, watch with the English subtitles.

You have to solve this quiz without subtitles. 5ec8ef588b
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